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Breaker Breaker 
LOW BUTYL CLEANER & DEGREASER 

 

 

BREAKER BREAKER is a low butyl, water soluble, biodegradable, non-
flammable combination of solvents and detergents. This product has a pH 
of 13 and is 100% miscible in water. BREAKER BREAKER is made for heavy 
duty cleaning, kitchen and industrial degreasing and spot cleaning.  
 
WHAT DOES IT DO? 
BREAKER BREAKER has a wide range of cleaning applications, from floor 
scrubbing and industrial degreasing to kitchen cleaning. This product takes 
over where all-purpose cleaners leave off. Specifically designed for tough 
jobs, BREAKER BREAKER instantly dissolves and emulsifies heavy grease, 
carbon deposits, rubber burns, soap scum, oxidized waxes, oil, ink and dirt 
accumulations. Its low suds action makes it perfect for automatic scrubbers or pressure washers. 
This versatile product can be used for everything from light floor cleaning to heavy duty 
machinery cleaning. Its superior grease and soil penetration and retention allow it to be used 
economically.  

 
The uses for this product are endless, including: Floors, Factories, Machinery, Concrete, Aluminum, 
Stainless Steel, Plastic, Rubber, Walls, Tools, Garages, Trucks, Motors, Parts, White Side Wall Tires, 
Shower Rooms, Swimming Pool Areas, Sinks or any surface normally not harmed by liquids. 
 
WHY IS IT USED? 
Heavy duty cleaning often results in harm to the surface cleaned. BREAKER-BREAKER is non-
corrosive and solves this problem by incorporating heavy duty cleaning agents and a solvent that 
is safe for most surfaces requiring this type of cleaning. Before this product the only way to do 
such cleaning with no abrasives was to use harmful solvents. Not anymore! Almost any degree of 
heavy cleaning, with relative safety to the surface, can be done with BREAKER-BREAKER because it 
is diluted with water. 

HOW IS IT USED? 
Concrete, Hard Floors, Walls 
EXTRA HEAVY DEPOSITS: Use straight or dilute 50-50 with water. 
NORMAL DEPOSITS: Dilute 1 part with 5-10 parts water. Spray, brush, mop on surface – get it 
extra wet. Agitate with floor machine, stiff brush or wire brush. Keep surface wet during agitation 
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period. Rinse with clean water, low or high pressure hose, hot or cold. Porous surfaces may require 
a second application or rinse. Engines, metal stock, airplanes, flues, machinery, aluminum, 
motors, conveyors, air conditioning ducts or grills, air filters, and refrigerators: Use straight 
or diluted. 
DEGREASING: Kitchen Grease: 1 part BREAKER-BREAKER to 7 parts water will remove heavy 
concentrations of grease from cupboards, walls and ceilings. Rinse and wipe dry. Wear rubber 
gloves for sensitive skin. Heavy kitchen grease areas such as ducts and grills: require a 1 part to 
4 parts water dilution ratio.  

PACKAGING: 
BREAKER BREAKER is available in 1 gallon, 5 gallon, 30 gallon and 55 gallon containers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


